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Abstract—In some cases, such as restarting after power in-
terruption and starting a motor rotated by external load, the
motor is rotating before being powered by the inverter. For speed-
sensorless operation, as both the initial rotational direction and
speed is unknown, it would be problematic to achieve smooth and
fast resumption of normal operation if the starting scheme is not
deliberately designed. In this paper, a method based on adaptive
full order observer (AFO) is proposed to address this problem.
For AFO without properly designed feedback gain matrix, the
estimated speed can not converge to the actual speed if initial
estimated speed is significantly lower than the actual speed.
Through analyzing transfer function of stator current error, the
convergence condition of speed estimation is deduced. A feedback
gain matrix and the condition for shifting to normal operation are
subsequently proposed to improve the performance. The detailed
design and implementation of the proposed method combined
with finite control set model predictive flux control (FCS-MPFC)
is illustrated. Simulation and experimental results validate the
effectiveness of the developed schemes.

Index Terms—Full order observer, model predictive control,
restarting, speed sensorless

NOMENCLATURE

Symbols
i Current Vector
u Voltage Vector
ψ Flux Vector
L, R Inductance and resistance
ω Angular frequency
T Time
j Imaginary component of a complex variable
s Laplace operator
g, k Gain
4 Difference
e Error
θ Angle
p Differential operator

Subscripts
s, m, r Stator, mutual, and rotor

Superscripts
ref Reference value
ˆ Estimated value

I. INTRODUCTION

Finite control set-model predictive control (FCS-MPC) is
emerging as an effective control method for power converters
and motor drives [1]–[5]. It is simple for handling various

control objectives and constrains, presenting good dynamic
behavior and ability to operate at optimized points. It is shown
in [6], [7] that steady state performance of FCS-MPC can be
comparable to that of conventional linear controller, while the
dynamic performance is much better. Though there is a good
prospect of MPC, some aspects such as parameter robustness
[1], weighting factor design [8] and sensorless operation [9]
should be further investigated to improve its practicability.

During the past decade, much research has been performed
to improve the performance of FCS-MPC for application to
motor drives. For high power medium voltage drives, solving
the optimization problem with long prediction horizon is a
major challenge. Various methods, such as branch and bound
[2] and sphere decoding [4] are proposed, showing improved
performance when extending the prediction horizon. For low
and medium power drives, as the switching loss is not the
main concern, much research is carried out to reduce the com-
plexity, improve the performance and extend the application
range from different types of motors to different converter
topologies. To avoid nontrivial weighting factor tuning effort
for torque and flux control, the model predictive flux control
(MPFC) is proposed in [5]. In MPFC, two scalar references,
torque and flux magnitude references, are equivalently con-
verted into a single reference of stator flux vector. While
in [8], the prediction errors of different control variables are
converted into ranking values. The voltage vector which leads
to minimal average ranking value is selected as the best one.
For obtaining better steady state performance, the duty cycle
optimization is introduced in [10]. In such method, an active
voltage vector and a zero vector are applied in one control
period to achieve more precise torque control. In [11], the
switching instant of new selected voltage vector is not fixed at
the beginning of next control period but optimized for reducing
torque ripple.

Speed sensorless operation is preferred in many applications
because of lower cost and better environmental adaptabil-
ity. Various methods, such as model reference system [12],
Kalman filter [3], [13] and adaptive full order observer (AFO)
[14] have been investigated. These sensorless schemes have
also been implemented and tested in FCS-MPC [1], [3], [9],
achieving satisfactory performance over a wide speed range.
But none of them clearly address the problem of starting a free-
running motor. Starting a rotating motor is required in many
applications, such as resumption of normal operation after
power interruption, cut-in control of wind turbine [15] and re-
powering after coasting condition of railway traction [16]. As
the initial speed is unknown with speed sensorless operation,
a large inrush current may occur due to the difference between



the injected frequency of the inverter and rotating frequency
of the motor. Hence, a proper scheme should be designed to
achieve a safe and quick start of a rotating motor.

AFO is widely studied because it presents good accuracy
and parameter robustness over a wide speed range by in-
troducing the feedback of stator current error. The study of
AFO is mainly focused on improving its stability, robustness
and accuracy during low speed operation [17]–[20]. There is
limited research investigating its performance for starting a
rotating motor with unknown initial speed. In most cases, it
is assumed that the motor is started from standstill. However,
when the motor is rotating at a high speed, the estimated speed
with a zero initial value may not converge to the actual speed.
In [21], a series of estimation method to detect rotational
direction and speed for free-running motors are proposed.
However, many of them require a proportional-integral (PI)
controller and modulator to regulate the injected stator current,
which is generally unavailable in FCS-MPC. Additionally,
the methods by detecting current responses with specifically
injected voltage are not suitable for normal operation. In
[22], when AFO is enabled during restarting procedure, the
initial estimated speed is set as rated speed. However, if the
motor can rotate at both forward and backward direction,
the rotational direction must be first estimated to decide
whether positive or negative rated frequency is imposed. This
increases the complexity of starting process. As starting a free
running motor has not been clearly addressed in much previous
research of FCS-MPC, a method will be proposed in this paper
to cope with this problem.

The main contribution of this paper is the proposed speed
sensorless FCS-MPFC can achieve smooth and quick start
of a free-running motor. The proposed method is simple and
effective, which is not only suitable for initial speed estimation
but also applicable for normal operation. First, the convergence
condition of estimated speed based on AFO is deduced. Then,
a feedback gain matrix is proposed to ensure a successful start
with any initial speed. Finally, its detailed implementation
combined with FCS-MPFC [5] is demonstrated with simu-
lation and experimental verification. Throughout this paper,
parameter mismatches are not addressed. And, it is assumed
that machine parameters are already identified with good
accuracy.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS OF IM
When stator flux ψs and stator current is are selected as

state variables in stationary frame, the electrical model of IM
can be expressed as:

px = Ax+Bu (1)

A =

[
−λ(RsLr +RrLs) + jωr λ(Rr − jLrωr)

−Rs 0

]
(2)

B =

[
λLr
1

]
(3)

where, x =
[
is ψs

]T
and λ = 1/(LsLr−L2

m). The rotor
flux ψr can be calculated using ψs and is as

ψr =
λLrψs − is

λLm
(4)

The electromagnetic torque can be expressed as

Te =
3

2
Npψs ⊗ is (5)

where Np is the number of pole pairs, ⊗ represents cross
product.

III. ADAPTIVE FULL ORDER OBSERVER

A. Mathematical Equations of AFO

Based on (1), the AFO can be constructed as follows [23]

px̂ = Âx̂+Bus +G(is − îs) (6)

where G is the feedback gain matrix of AFO.

G =

[
g1
g2

]
=

[
g1r + j · g1i
g2r + j · g2i

]
(7)

Based on Lyapunov’s theorem, the adaptive law of estimated
speed can be obtained as [24]:

pω̂r =
(
is − îs

)
⊗
(
λLrψ̂s − îs

)
(8)

=
∣∣∣is − îs∣∣∣ · ∣∣∣λLrψ̂s − îs∣∣∣ sin θ (9)

where θ is the difference of phase angle between the vector
λLrψ̂s − îs and is − îs, namely

θ = angle(λLrψ̂s − îs)− angle(is − îs) (10)

B. Analysis of AFO during Starting Process

According to (1) and (6), the dynamic equation of error can
be derived as[

sei
seψ

]
= F

[
ei
eψ

]
+H

[
îs
ψ̂s

]
(11)

F =

[
a1 + jωr − g1 λRr − jλLrωr
−Rs − g2 0

]
(12)

H =

[
j 4 ωr −jλLr 4 ωr

0 0

]
(13)

a1 = −λ(RsLr +RrLs) (14)

where, ei = is − îs, eψ = ψs − ψ̂s, 4ωr = ωr − ω̂r. Based
on (11), the following transfer function can be obtained

C(s) =
ei(

λLrψ̂s − îs
) =

−j 4 ωr · s
s2 +ms+ n

(15)

where

m = λ(RsLr +RrLs) + g1r − j(ωr − g1i) (16)
n = λRr(Rs + g2r) + λLrωrg2i − j · y (17)
y = λLrωr(Rs + g2r)− λRrg2i (18)

Since torque reference is set as zero during the estimation of
free-running speed (slip frequency is assumed to be zero), the



injected frequency will be ω̂r. Thus, the following transfer
characteristic of (15) can be calculated as

C(jω̂r) =
|ei|∣∣∣λLrψ̂s − îs∣∣∣ · ejθ =

4ωrω̂r
(d1 + j · d2)

(19)

d1 = ω̂r(4ωr − g1i) + λRr(Rs + g2r) + λLrωrg2i
(20)

d2 = ω̂r (λ(RsLr +RrLs) + g1r)− y (21)

Now, the following Lyapunov function is defined.

V =
(ωr − ω̂r)2

2
(22)

Supposing that ωr is constant during one control period [23],
the time derivative of V is

pV = −(ωr − ω̂r) · pω̂r (23)

ω̂r will always approach to ωr, if

pV < 0 (24)

Namely, if equation (25) holds, the estimated speed ω̂r will
converge to the actual speed ωr.

sign(ωr − ω̂r) · pω̂r > 0 (25)

Based on (15) and (19), sin θ in (9) can be calculated as

sin θ =
4ωrω̂r · d2

|4ωrω̂r|
√
(d1)2 + (d2)2

(26)

Hence, if (27) holds during the whole restarting process, the
value of sin θ in (9) will change the sign along with 4ωr, so
that (25) will be always satisfied.

sign(ω̂r) · d2 > 0 (27)

By solving (27), if feedback gain matrix G is set as zero, the
following equations can be obtained

ω̂r > k · ωr, if ωr > 0 (28)
ω̂r < k · ωr, if ωr < 0 (29)

where k = RsLr/(RsLr + RrLs). From above condition, it
can be found that if the absolute value of ω̂r is much smaller
than that of ωr, ω̂r will not converge to the actual speed ωr.
As k < 1, the motor can be always started by setting the initial
estimated speed as{

ω̂r = ωmax if ωr > 0

ω̂r = −ωmax if ωr < 0
(30)

where ωmax is the absolute value of maximum rotational
speed. This means that the rotational direction must be esti-
mated at the beginning. However, if there is a detection error
in rotational direction, the estimated speed will converge to
zero. This is because once ω̂r cross zero, (25) will not be
satisfied.

To avoid the dependence of speed information in (19), g2
can be chosen as

g2 = −Rs (31)
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Fig. 1. Switching states and voltage vectors of a two-level inverter

Then, (19) can be rewritten as

C(jω̂r) =
4ωr

(4ωr − g1i) + j · d
(32)

d = λ(RsLr +RrLs) + g1r (33)

Similar to the deduction of (27), equation (34) should be
guaranteed in order to satisfy (25).

d > 0 (34)

It is seen from (33) that proper initial value of ω̂r is no longer
required to ensure convergence. g1r can be obtained by solving
(34) as

g1r = h · λ(RsLr +RrLs) (35)
h > −1 (36)

As g1i has no impact in this study, it is simply set as zero.
Hence, the proposed feedback gain matrix can be summarized
as

G =

[
h · λ(RsLr +RrLs)

−Rs

]
(37)

IV. MODEL PREDICTIVE FLUX CONTROL

A. Basic principle of MPFC

In [5] , the predictive flux control is introduced to avoid
the nontrivial tuning effort for the weighting factor, which is
generally required for simultaneously control of flux magni-
tude and torque in conventional MPTC. The control diagram
is shown in 2. The rotor speed is controlled by a proportional-
integral (PI) controller.

In MPFC, references of torque T refe and flux magnitude
ψref are equivalently converted as a reference of stator flux
vector, as shown in (38) [5] .{

ψrefs = ψref exp(j · ∠ψrefs )

∠ψrefs = ∠ψr + arcsin
(

T ref
e

3
2NpλLm|ψr|ψref

) (38)

Considering the compensation of one-step delay due to
digital implementation, two-step prediction are employed here
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Fig. 2. Control diagram of speed sensorless MPFC

[5], [6], [8]. A cost function can be constructed as (39) to
track ψrefs .

J = |ψrefs −ψk+2
s | (39)

First, ik+1
s and ψk+1

s are calculated based on model (1) using
the optimal voltage vector selected in the previous control
period. Then, the stator flux is predicted using voltage model
as

ψk+2
s = ψk+1

s + Tsc(u
k+1
s −Rsik+1

s ) (40)

For a two level inverter, there are 8 switching states and
7 different voltage vectors, as shown in Fig. 1. After each
feasible voltage vector are evaluated by the cost function (39),
the best one resulting in a minimal value of (39) is selected
as the output for the next control period. More details about
MPFC can be found in [5] and are not repeated here. In the
next subsection, the original MPFC is slightly modified in
conjunction with the proposed AFO to make the controller
have the ability to start a rotating motor smoothly and quickly.

During high speed operation, the voltage drop across stator
resistance is negligible. If a circular flux trajectory is adopted,
the required voltage can be approximated as us = pψs =
jωeψs. In practical application, the trajectory of us should be
inside of the hexagon as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the maximum
magnitude of stator flux should satisfy the following equation.

ωe |ψs| <
Udc√
3

(41)

Considering constraint of (41), the flux magnitude ψref can
be set as (42) to achieve field weakening operation.

ψref1 = min(ψref ,
Udc√
3ωe

) (42)

B. Starting method Based on Sensorless MPFC

To achieve sensorless operation of MPFC, the AFO de-
scribed in previous section is incorporated and the estimated
speed ω̂r instead of ωr is used in (1) to calculate the prediction
of concerned variables.

During the estimation of free-running speed, the torque
reference is set as zero and the reference of stator flux is given
in a feed-forward fashion as

ψrefs = ψrefejθ
ref

(43)

θref =

∫ T

0

ω̂rdt (44)

The initial value of ω̂r is set as zero, so that estimated speed
can respond to both rotational direction quickly. To avoid
triggering over-current protection, the limitation of current
amplitude is added in the cost function as

J1 = |ψrefs −ψk+2
s |+ Ioc (45)

Ioc =

{
103 + 103(|ik+2

s | − Imax) if |ik+2
s | > Imax

0 if |ik+2
s | < Imax

(46)

where ik+2
s can be predicted using first row of (1) based on

ik+1
s in the first-step prediction. Imax is the allowed amplitude

of stator current. (46) is used to generate a large value of
cost function when a given voltage vector leads to excess
of current limitation. Therefore, this voltage vector will be
excluded because the optimal voltage vector is determined
based on minimization of cost function. As the weighting
factor for current limitation set as 1000 in (46) is much larger
than the amplitude of stator flux vector, the voltage vector
resulting in over-current would not be selected. In this way,
the stator current can be effectively kept below the limitation
during dynamic process.

Unlike current limitation introduced in [25], not only a fixed
value is added to the cost function, but also the excess of
current limitation is considered when |ik+2

s | > Imax. Hence,
if all the predicted |ik+2

s | exceeds Imax, the voltage vector
which results in the current variation pointing to minimal
amplitude will be selected, increasing the robustness against
noise and inaccurate speed information. As the prediction of
current during each control period is based on the measured
value, there would be no accumulating error. Additionally, the
sampling frequency adopted in this paper is as high as 20 kHz,
prediction errors would be small enough and stator current can
be well controlled with no obvious excess of the limitation
during starting process. Nevertheless, if higher accuracy of
prediction is required, the closed loop predictor may be used
as shown in [1]. The remaining question is to judge when the
estimation of rotating speed should be terminated and shift to
normal operation.

From (1)-(4), the following equation can be obtained.

pψr = λLmRrψs − (λLsRr − jωr)ψr (47)

As the output frequency of the inverter is ω̂r during estimation
of free-running speed, the following equation can be obtained
based on (47).

ψr =
λLmRrψs

j(ω̂r − ωr) + λLsRr
(48)

It can be seen that if there is a large difference between ω̂r
and ωr, the amplitude of ψr would be much less than that of
ψs. And if there is no error between between ω̂r and ωr, the
amplitude of ψr would be

|ψr| =
Lm
Ls
|ψs| (49)

Hence, smaller error between |ψr| and Lm |ψs| /Lr represents
smaller error between ω̂r and ωr. In practical applications,
when (50) is satisfied, the starting process is terminated and
normal operation is subsequently enabled.



∣∣∣ψ̂r∣∣∣ > f · Lm
Ls

ψref (50)

where f is a parameter and f < 1. In (50), the reference of
stator flux magnitude ψref is used instead of |ψs| for better
robustness and reliability. ψ̂r is calculated from (4), in which
the current is directly measured. Thus the accuracy of ψ̂r
depends on ψ̂s. As can be seen from (6) and the second row of
matrix A in (1), there is no speed involved in the estimation of
stator flux but only the error of current estimation is involved.
Hence the accuracy of ψ̂s would be affected by current error.
Since the current estimation is a closed-loop system in AFO,
the current estimation error would be small enough and has
little impact on the estimation of stator flux. Namely, it can be
assumed that ψ̂s has good accuracy. In brief, (50) is accurate
enough to judge whether ω̂r is close to ωr. As can be seen from
(48), the amplitude of rotor flux would be very small if there
is a large error between estimated speed and actual speed.
Hence, the rotor flux can only be build up when the speed
estimation error is small enough. In this paper, f is selected
as 0.8 based on the consideration that the rotor flux has been
close to rated value and speed estimation error is small enough
in this condition. Consequently, the control system could be
safely shifted to normal operation. The overall flow chart of the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 3. The variable flag in the
figure represents different operating mode, which is initialized
as 0. flag = 0 means the control system is estimating free-
running speed while flag = 1 means the normal operation is
enabled.

It should be noted that after the estimation of free-running
speed, the feedback gain matrix can be switched to other types
optimized for normal operation, such as those listed in [1],
[14], [26]. In this paper, the gain matrix shown in (51) will
be used during normal operation [26].

G = −
[

2b
b/(λLr)

]
(51)

where b is a constant negative gain.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

A. Simulation Results

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, it
is tested in the Matlab/Simulink with a two level inverter
fed IM drive. Parameters of machine and control system are
shown in table I. As speed estimator in AFO is a multi-
variable, complex nonlinear system, it is hard to evaluate the
influence of parameter h in gain matrix (37) on the free-
running speed estimation by theory analysis. Hence, it is
studied in simulation and the results with different h are shown
in Fig. 4. It is seen that larger h leads to slower dynamic
responses. During the estimation of free-running speed, the
estimation of current error mainly results from incorrect speed.
A larger h introduces stronger feedback of current error to
correct estimated current îs. Hence, the effect caused by
incorrect speed is decreased, resulting in longer settling time.
According to Fig. 4, h is set as -0.5 in the following tests.
For optimal selection of h, further research still needs to done
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of the proposed method

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF IM AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Rated power PN 2.2 kW
DC-bus voltage Udc 540 V
Rated voltage UN 380 V
Rated frequency fN 50 Hz
Number of pole pairs Np 2
Stator resistance Rs 1.76 Ω
Rotor resistance Rr 1.29 Ω
Mutual inductance Lm 0.158 H
Stator inductance Ls 0.170 H
Rotor inductance Lr 0.170 H
Maximum stator current Imax 10 A
Control Period Tsc 50 µs
Flux magnitude ψref 0.8 Wb

in an analytical way. It should be noted that a negative h can
amplify the current error caused by incorrect speed, which can
speed up the identification of free-running speed. The same
feature can also be seen in the feedback gain design to improve
the stability and robustness during low speed regenerating
operation [18].

In the following tests, the last curve of variable flag in each
figure represents operating mode. The value of flag changes
from 0 to 1 means the estimation of free-running speed is
terminated and the normal operation is enabled. Before the
control system is activated, the motor is initially free-running
at 1500 rpm and the speed reference is set as 2100 rpm. The
Imax in (46) is set as 10 A.

Fig. 5 shows the simulated responses of starting a rotating
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motor with the proposed method. It takes less than 0.1s for
estimating initial speed. Stator currents are sinusoidal without
excess of limitation during the whole process. After shifting
to normal operation, the closed-loop control is enabled and
the motor is accelerated quickly to the reference. Above
base speed, the magnitude of stator flux is decreased to
achieve field-weakening operation. During dynamic process,
the estimated speed accurately follows actual speed and the
torque is well controlled without oscillation. This test validates
that smooth and quick start of a motor rotating at high speed
can be achieved based on the proposed method.

For achieving better steady state performance, the proposed
starting scheme can also be implemented with MPFC using
two optimal voltage vectors [27]. The simulated results can be
seen in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the estimated speed quickly
approaches to actual speed. The whole response is very similar
to that in Fig. 5. However, it is obvious that torque ripple in
Fig. 6 is significantly lower because more voltage vectors are
applied in one control period.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed feedback gain
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matrix, the responses under the same conditions are recorded
in Fig. 7 for zero gain matrix and (51). It can be seen
that ω̂r can not converge to ωr in both cases. However, the
stator current is still well controlled without obvious excess
of limitation. This indicates that current amplitude can be
effectively limited by (45) and (46) even with incorrect speed
information.

To validate the effectiveness of deduced condition (30),
the initial value of ω̂r is set as 2500 rpm. It is shown in
Fig. 8 that the estimated speed can converge to actual speed
quickly. Similar to that in Fig. 5, the motor is accelerated to
the speed reference after the estimation of free-running speed.
This test shows that a smooth and fast start of a rotating motor
can be achieved by setting the initial estimated speed as the
maximum operating speed. However, the main drawback of
this solution is that the rotational direction must be known in
advance to determine whether positive or negative maximum
speed is set as initial value of ω̂r. As can be seen from
Fig. 9, if the rotational direction is wrongly identified at the
beginning, the estimated speed can not converge to actual
speed and starting of the rotating motor fails. Hence, the
proposed method with gain matrix (37) is more universal and
simpler for implementation.

B. Experimental Results

The proposed method is experimentally verified on a two-
level inverter-fed IM drive platform. The developed algorithm
is implemented on a 32bit floating point DSP TMS320F28335.
The internal variables are displayed on digital oscilloscope
via on-board DA converter. The waveform of stator current is
directly obtained by a current probe. During the following
tests, the actual speed is measured through an incremental
encoder, which is not used in the control algorithm but only
displayed on oscilloscope for comparison. The machine and
control parameters are the same as those used in simulation
tests. Curves of four channels recorded by the oscilloscope are
actual speed, estimated speed, magnitude of estimated stator
flux and stator current respectively. For a direct comparison
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Fig. 7. Simulated starting process with (a) zero gain matrix and (b) gain
matrix (51)
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set the same.
Fig. 10 shows responses when the machine restarts from

forward speed. At the beginning, the motor is rotating at 2250
rpm. Then, the power is turned off and control system is
reset. When the power is off, rotor speed decreases gradually
due to friction load. After a short time, the control system is
reactivated and the motor is re-accelerated to 2250 rpm. It can
be found that, the estimated speed can converge to actual speed
quickly with the proposed method. There is no large inrush
current and stator current is well controlled with no obvious
excess of the limitation (10A) during the restarting process.
Above the base speed, flux magnitude is decreased to achieve
field-weakening operation. The same test is investigated when
the motor restarts from backward speed. The motor is initially
rotating at -2250 rpm. The inverter is turned off and then
turned on. After the estimation of free-running speed, the
motor is re-accelerated to -2250 rpm. The results are shown
in Fig. 11. The responses are similar to that in Fig. 10. In Fig.
12, the curve of estimated electromagnetic torque is included
when starting from forward speed. Due to fast estimation
of free-running speed, inverter output frequency is quickly
synchronized with the rotating speed of the motor. It can be
seen that torque is stably controlled without oscillation during
starting process and it quickly increases to maximum value
after the estimation of free-running speed. From these tests, it
is clear that the proposed method can effectively start a rotating
motor from both rotational direction smoothly and quickly.

Fig. 13 shows responses of starting process when the
feedback gain matrix is set as zero. It is clear that, without
properly designed feedback gain matrix, the estimated speed
can not converge to real speed when there is a large difference
between two variables. This test confirms that a proper design
of feedback gain matrix is essential for fast starting of a
rotating motor when the initial speed is set as zero. As the
actual speed decreases due to friction load, the difference
between ωr and ω̂r becomes smaller and smaller. It can be
seen that if 4ωr becomes small enough, the stable and fast
control of motor can still be achieved. However, it would be
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time consuming to wait for speed to decrease with a large
shaft inertial. And it is not suitable for starting a machine
rotated by external load, because the motor would not stop in
this substation unless the external load is disconnected. For
example, in the application of fan and turbine, the motor may
be rotated by water and wind flow.

As analyzed in section III-B, if initial estimated speed is set
as the maximum operating speed with the same sign of the ac-
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Fig. 14. Restarting with zero feedback gain matrix and the initial value of
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Fig. 16. Tested results during load change at 1500 rpm

tual speed, the rotating motor can be started when the feedback
gain matrix is set as zero. The response is shown in Fig.14.
Compared with the results in Fig. 13, the free-running motor
is re-accelerated quickly to the reference after the control
system is reactivated, not having to wait for the motor speed
to decrease to zero. As shown in simulation results, the main
problem of this method is that the rotational direction must be
known or accurately estimated before setting the initial value
of ω̂r, increasing the complexity of implementation.

Fig. 15 shows the responses when starting from standstill
to 1500 rpm based on the proposed method. Before starting
the machine, 14 Nm resistance load (full load) is applied by a
magnetic powder brake. It can be seen that the proposed speed-
sensorless scheme can achieve smooth start with 100% rated
load. The waveforms of ω̂r and ωr almost coincides with each
other, validating that the estimated speed has good accuracy
over a wide speed range. During the whole process, there is
no oscillation and the system is well controlled without inrush
of current.

The robustness of the control system against external load



disturbance is also tested. The results are presented in Fig.
16. During the whole process, the speed reference is kept at
1500 rpm. At the beginning, the motor is steadily running at
1500 rpm without load. After a moment, an external load is
suddenly applied for a short time. It can be seen that there is
a slight drop of rotor speed when the load is applied, but the
speed returns to its reference quickly, showing good robustness
against external load disturbance.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a method for starting a free running
IM without speed sensor. The convergence condition of speed
estimation for AFO is analyzed during restarting process. Then
a feedback gain matrix is deduced to eliminate the necessity of
estimation of rotational direction while guaranteeing the esti-
mated speed can converge to any initial speed. The integration
of proposed AFO into FCS-MPFC is illustrated. The reference
generation and current limitation during starting process are
designed to achieve safe, smooth and quick restarting. The
effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by both
simulation and experimental tests.

For application to high power drives, the penalty of switch-
ing effort should be included in the cost function for limiting
switching frequency. Additionally, multi-step prediction may
be required in order to obtain better steady state performance.
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